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Professor
pleads no
contest
Art instructor Radde will be
sentenced for lewd conduct
By Nicholas D. Smith
Daily staff wnter

The tenured SJSU art professor
arrested last April for lewd activity
in a Wahlquist Library North
rcstroom changed his plea
Monday from not guilty to no
contest.
A plea of no contest falls short
of an admission of guilt, but
carries the weight of a conviction
in sentencing. Sentencing has been
set for Oct. 10, and longtime SJSU
art professor Bruce Radde could
face 12 months imprisonment and
a fine up to $1,000 for the
misdemeanors. In addition, Radde
is required to be registered with
the police department as a sex
offender.
Radde will not be teaching this
semester, according to Robert
Milncs, chairman of the art and
design department, but refused to
speculate on Radde’s future with
the university. "We’ll just wait and
see what happens with that," he
said.
SJSU Public Information
Officer Lori Stahl said there is no
single university policy dealing
of
convictions
the
with
misdemeanors, and deals with
such matters on an individual

basis. Stahl said information on
Radde’s case could not be released
because it was a personnel matter.
Radde, who has two prior
convictions for soliciting and
engaging in lewd conduct in a
public place, changed his plea on
the date of his jury trial was set to
begin, according to Bob Meyer,
the deputy district attorney
prosecuting the case.

Undercover operation
Radde’s arrest resulted from an
undercover operation stemming
from complaints that the fifth floor
restroom was a frequent meeting
place for sexual activity.
Richard Staley, university
police department spokesman, said
the operation that resulted in the
arrest of Radde and a student in a
separate incident last April will be
used again if "complaints show
that it is necessary."
A "successful and popular"
professor, according to court
documents, Radde has taught at
SJSU since 1970. He has served as
a member of the board of directors
of the San Jose Museum of Art
and as architectural historian and
See NO CONTEST, back page

Student run down
by car on first day
Rush to class ends in pain
By Jason Rothman
Daily staff writer

Rushing to her first class of the new semester, an SJSU
biochemistry senior was struck by a car on San Carlos Street
Wednesday morning.
Pauline Ho, 22, was taken by ambulance to San Jose Medical
Center where she was treated for bruises on her face, a cut lip and an
abrasion on her right shin, according to Christie Welter, hospital
spokeswoman. She was released from the emergency room
approximately an hour after she arrived.
About 8:30 a.m., Ho got out of her parents’ car near the corner of
Ninth Street and San Carlos. According to witnesses, the driver.
Maria Covarrubias, was moving less than 20 mph, when Ho stepped
in front of the vehicle.
"The driver said she jumped out of nowhere and hit the car in the
front, bounced off the hood and hit the ground," said Officer Carl
Borbons of the San Jose Police Department.
"Students crossing San Carlos and San Salvador usually will pay
no attention to the traffic," Borbons said. "Students cross against the
lights all the time and think they are protected because they are in the
crosswalk. I am surprised this does not happen more often."
Plans are in the works to close off San Carlos Street to traffic, and
they might be implemented as soon as the winter break, continuing
through the next semester.
Anyone who witnessed the incident should contact the University
Police Department at 924-2222.

Drinking to be part offraternity’s drive for future members

Charterless ’Pikes’ break with
IFC over alcohol-free Rush
By Traci Deguchi
itrdy ruff wnter
Fall’s dry Rush is the huge event of the
semester at SJSU for Greeks, but after a situation
reminiscent of "Animal House," there will be one
less fraternity participating in IFC’s Rush.
On a flyer that has circulated around the
campus in the past week, the Delta Pi chapter of
the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity has advertised a
"Wet Rush," including a "BBQ & Beer W/ the
Bros," and "10-Keg Back to School Bash." The
flyer, which promises alcohol as a part of Delta
Pi’s Rush, has been condemned by IFC and its
advisers.
As of July 29, the Delta Pi chapter of the Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity had been suspended, and
also had their charter pulled, according to new
IFC adviser, Dan Dupre.
The decision was made by Pi Kappa Alpha’s
National Fraternity Supreme Council as a result
of the chapter’s failure "to correct the deficiencies
in chapter programs, operations, and behavior,"
as stated in an August 26 press release from the
national office in Tennessee.
The fraternity’s plan to break the standard
Rush guidelines has been met with opposition
from WC and administration.

"IFC is not supportive of that kind of
behavior," said Chris Carpita, IFC president. "We
support the national’s decision. Right now we’re
in the process of ceasing all and any activities
with the organization."
"IFC’s no -alcohol policy creates a more
positive atmosphere for SJSU students," Carpita
said.
Pi Kappa Alpha member Pierre Oliverio said
that the name "Pikes of SJSU" will be used in
their plans to continue the organization, and an
independent fall Rush is their first attempt to stay
together.
"It was a complete shock," Oliverio said of the
withdrawal of his chapter’s charter. "Everyone’s
not happy because nationals essentially cut us a
year that they had promised."
Executive Director Ken Virta said that the
two-year period that was given for the Pikes to
change their ways was part of an Alumni
Receiver Program, and not a guaranteed two-year
period.
According to the press release, in April of last
year, the Delta Pi Alumni Board was notified by
nationals to gain more progress in renewing Pi
Kappa Alpha s program, but nationals later found
that the chapter failed "to progress satisfactorily"
during their probation.

Editor’s Note:
I he Spartan Daily wall not publish Labor Day or next Tuesday (It,
will begin continuous publication on Wednesday.

it was a complete
shock’
Pierre Oliverio
P1

IFC adviser Fred Najjar said that the Alumni
Board has been notified about the flyer, due to
possible liability, not only about the alcohol but
also use of the name.
Dupre also said that the decision to revoke the
chapter’s charter was entirely made by the Pt
Kappa Alpha national office, with no input from
the university. IFC President Chris Carpita said
he is prepared to handle the issue with the rest of
IFC.
Members of Delta Pi chapter were "angered"
by the situation, Oliveno said. "We’re shaken up
a little bit, but were getting excited on going
ahead."
Oliverio plans to campaign for the Pikes as a
local fraternity, and by November. get the charter
hack. Dupre and Najjar said that the Pikes could
probably petition for their charter two to three
years from now.
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Cuts like as knife: SJSU’s athletic department suffered
the loss of several longtime employees as a result of the
state budget crisis.
Page 6

FEATURES

Tau in the limelight: SJSU alumna Amy Tan has
shaken up the literary world with two novels that have
received immense critical and popular acclaim.
Page 4

photographer

Above, left: SJSU biochemistry student Pauline Ho lies dazed
as her father and Dr. Patricia Young look on. lio was struck
by a car on San Carlos Street.
Above: San Jose firefighter Ken Ileredia administers first aid
to 110, who was treated at a local hospital and released.

Former physical ed
professor Walker dies
of heart attack at 83
By Robert Drueckhammer
Daily staff writer

Charles Lynn Walker, a former
SJSU professor of physical
education and education, died on
July 29 in Morganton, N.C. of a
heart attack. He was 83.
Walker received his B.S.
degree in 1931 from Springfield
College. He retired from teaching
in 1969.
According to a longtime friend
and former colleague, William F.
Gustafson, Walker was "a very
dignified, courteous model of the
southern gentleman." Gustafson
added that Walker was a "very
demanding swim coach in the
positive sense" and that the
students he taught "rose to those
standards."
"He was a fun -loving person.
You would rarely see him in a
down mood. He was a very jovial
person who always had a sense of
humor," Gustafson said during a
telephone interview from his San
Jose home.
But teaching swimming was

Charles Lynn Walker
not his only job at SJSU.
Gustafson said that Walker
stopped coaching the swim team
in 1961 to start instructing student
teachers, helping them come up
with new ideas to teach.
"He created a tremendous
See WALKER, page 8

Scheller house move delayed
By Corey Tresidder

INSIDE

Kappa Alpha member

Jeanette Glieltsman l)aily staff

For the time being SJSU still has
an historic home on its hands.
The Victor Scheller house, also
known as Building DD, stands at the
corner of Fifth and San Carlos
streets stripped to the bone and
awaiting its future.
The house must be moved to
make way for a new science
building, and last April SJSU found
Ashford Development to take the
house after a nearly two-year search
for bidders.
As outlined in the original hid
agreement, Ashford Development
was supposed to have the Scheller
house moved before Aug. 20. The
university
and
Ashford
Development offered the city of San
Jose an opportunity to keep the
house in the downtown area,
delaying the moving process until

late October, according to Alan
Freeman, space management and
facilities planner for facilities
development and operations.
Ashford was awarded the house
on
April
30,
along
with
approximately S70,000 from SJSU
to remove the hazardous asbestos
from the building. That grant was
given to SJSU from the CSU under
the assumption that the house would
he demolished. The university
offered the house to the public twice
in an effort to save it.
Ashford did not start the
abatement process until June 1, said
Matthew Hurley of Ashford,
because the city was investigating
its interests in the house.
When the city decided keeping
the house in the downtown region
was financially unfeasible, Ashford
was given the go ahead to begin
removal of the asbestos. Hurley
said.

In the 1950s, the Scheller house
was painted with a fire -retardant
paint. That asbestos paint has been
removed. Hui icy said, and now an
architect is surveying the property
for Ashford and is producing blue
prints for the house’s structural
foundation when moved and also for
the permit to move the house.
"We’ve got to remove the side
wings of the building first," llurley
said Wednesday. "Then the house
can be moved in three pieces."
Hurley noted in an interview in
April that the roof would he
removed first, then the main part of
the house would be cut into two
parts. Before the move, windows
must be protected and plaster inside
the house must be reinforced.
"We want to protect the onginal
structure as much as we can during
the move," Hurley said. "When we
get the house to its destination.
we’re going to move the outside

plumbing inside and repair any
plaster."
Hurley said the house will stand
at the entry of one of his company’s
developments on McKean Road
overlooking Cater Reservoir. The
house will be moved down Santa
Clara Street, over Highway 101 to
Capitol and hack over Highway 101.
The problem. Hurley said, will be
to get the house onto Santa Clara
Street because of the low power and
telephone lines. The lowest lines are
for Pacific Bell. so ca h movement
of the house will require many
phone lines to be attained.
A send-off party for the house is
being planned, Hurley said, and
probably will occur in late October
when the house is being moved.
"It would be great to have a party
for the city, university, local
preservationist organizations and
local media," Hurley said, "so we
can say we saved one."
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The college student myth
’ s enough .
agingfogniraeh
hippie stereotypes of "the
I’m
today.
average college student
gonna sit right down here with a
Mcisterbrau and bitch about it.
The New York Times recently ran a
column by one David E. Rosenbaum, a
fifty-ish former hippie who recently
revisted his alma mater in Colorado.
he was shocked at
Big surprise
how ignorant, narrow-minded and selfabsorbed "the average college student
today" is.
I wish people like Rosenbaum would
remember their days of youth, the
1960s, when they were deprecated by
their predecessors as lacking in values,
morality and respectfulness.
Instead, they now have settled into
their parents’ roles, ironically holding
the judgment guns to our heads. But
they don’t accuse us of moral vacuity
just stupidity, brutishness and sloth.
He rattled off the latest edition of
"we-were-better-than -they-are"
generalizations. He said "the average
college student today":

constantly makes excuses
for missing class and has
zits.

01( 9m’l
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1) is dumb.

He based his judgment on a
classroom full of poli sci majors who
didn’t know who Adlai Stevenson was.
Well, toss us in the nut-house and shake
us ’til we make peanut butter.
Granted, most of us probably don’t
know who Stevenson was, or do but
don’t care. Well-meaning ol’ Adlai lost
out to Ike, who wasn’t too bad a
president if you don’t think about it too
hard, and Ike didn’t. America didn’t
suffer much. Or care much, even at the
time.
This criticism of students is a bastard
cousin of the "find Qatar on a map"
syndrome of a few years back. Hey,
we’ll find Qatar next time we get sent
over to bomb it. Until then, will this
enrich our lives?
Rosenbaum went on toy "the
average college student today" couldn’t
name two members of the Bush
Cabinet, other than Baker and Cheney.
The real point to this observation
came later, when Rosenbaum
discovered that many students in upperdivision political science courses
managed to get that far without a
working knowledge of governmental
structure or how a bill becomes a law.
Maybe it’s just mc, but at SJSU you
gotta take Poli Sci 1 to take most upperdivision political science courses,
particularly if you’re a poll sci minor or
major. That’s where you learn all that, if
you didn’t catch it playing at your local
elementary, junior high or high school.
And what child of the 1970s didn’t
watch the educational commercial
between "Looney Tunes" and "Yogi
Bear" with the little rolled-up bill sitting
glumly on Capitol Hill? Give us some
credit.

Now we get down to it. The beerswilling, "Animal House" blanket
judgement of collegians.
This campus is indeed among the last
of a dying breed of colleges that support
a Greek system from where, clearly, the
characterization came. We also rally
hard around sports, which can
occasionally bring out the worst in
people.
So we deserve it. The keg
controversies all come from the Greeks.
As do the out-of-control parties that
encourage public drunkeness and
irresponsible behavior and always
eventually require the cops. Athletic
events can have the same effect.
Our football players arc reknowned
for their penchant for property
destruction and brawling. Our
basketball players have recently gained
notoriety with police for their creative
credit card use.
But most of us aren’t Greeks or
rowdy fans or basketball players or
football players on full-ride
scholarships. Most of us are quiet,
unassuming students trying to get the
hell out of here so we can find a job to
pay off all these loans.
We don’t have time for that other
jive.

4) Is obsessed with sex.
Well, let’s clarify. Freshmen,
sophomores, even juniors maybe. But
by the time one manages to attain senior
(citizen) status today, the libido police
have revoked your licence.
The only other way to justify that
generalization is to include fear in one’s
definition of "obsession."
All around us we have friends and
relatives dying of AIDS. Many more
people than we care to admit carry the
HIV virus right here on our campus.
The fact that we just don’t know has
forced what might normally be seen as
an unhealthy, morbid vigilance. But
what else can we do?
And Rosenbaum said college women
are obsessed with rape. The rate is
skyrocketing, and women are being
blamed. She danced with him, didn’t
she? Well, she was drinking ...
It’s rampant and destructive, and
women have only their fear and
wariness to protect them. Rosenbaum
proved that we’ll suspect them for that,
too. But then, while we’re on
stereotypes, women are flighty,
unpredicatable and irrational now, aren’t
they?
It makes me a little nauseous to see
that a generation like Rosenbaum’s
could turn sour and cynical so fast.
I think of the scene in the 1960s
rock-opera "Hair" where a 20something man confronts his stick-inthe mud, old-fashioned parents:
Parents: "What the hell have you got,
1968, that makes you so damn
superior?"
Man: "Well if you really want to
know, 1948 ..."
He goes on to celebrate his
generation’s fresh outlook, originality,
and identity. He sang about acceptance
and understanding of the chafing of
changing times.
So, to Rosenbaum, "If you really
want to know 1971 ..."

is strictly and
2)
dedicatedly liberal on social
issues.
You wish, Rosenbaum. All I know is,
at SJSU, we students arc most
passionately dedicated to not giving a
damn about much of anything but
ourselves. I, myself, believe this is the
standard description of conservatives.

3) drinks beer and plays
Frisbee all day, cheats,
destroys property,

Brooke Shelby Biggs is the Spartan
Daily executive editor. Her column
appears every Tuesday as of Sept. 10.

CORRECTION
services. The figure, $21) million, was
furnished by Steve McCarthy CSU director
of Public Affairs.
Sauer estimates the total figure at about
$14 million.

The budget story on page one
Wednesday misattributed an estimate of the
potential total price tag of budget cuts for
SJSU to Connie Sauer, associate executive
vice president for budget and financial
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Christopher D. Carpita

Alcohol not a part of Rush activities
Jose State University’s
San
Interfratemity Council (IFC) has
recently had one of its previous
member fraternities lose their
charter. The fraternity in question, Pi
Kappa Alpha, failed to meet requirements
set by their government body. As a direct
result of this, two key issues need to be
addressed.
First of all, it is important to note the
decision to dissolve Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity was not a university one, but a
decision made by the Pi Kappa Alpha
national. IFC accepts the national decision
without question. It has been and will
continue to be IFC’s policy to respect
and support its fraternities’ national
decisions.

At the beginning of each semester the
member fraternities of IFC conduct two
weeks of membership recruitment,
otherwise known as Rush. IFC has strictly
enforced policies that each member must
adhere to during this time. Of these
policies, an alcohol-free Rush is of most
importance. At no time during any
interaction between potential members
and fraternity members is alcohol
allowed. The IFC members have a strong
history of accepting and adhering to this
policy. We feel the policy creates a
positive atmosphere for potential
members, as well as reducing the liability
of our chapters and the university.
Unfortunately, members of the nowdefunct Pi Kappa Alpha chapter have

WRITER’S
FORUM
Iknow SJSU started Wednesday. The
traffic told me so.
Good-bye to easy riding along the
Almaden Expressway. Hello again to
the five-mile-an-hour car creep. Road
construction for the highway that cuts
through the heart of the Almaden Valley
has slowed the traffic and thickened the
jam. The signs tell me my Measure A
dollars are at work.
Between Curtner and downtown you
pick up speed, but near school you slow
down..
Slugs move faster than drivers in line
for a space at the 7th Street garage.
Wednesday it filled by 7:40 a.m., said
SJSU traffic manager Harold V. Manson.
The 10th Srect garage closed somewhat
later, he said. He was not sure when the
4th Street garage filled up.
"I don’t think many people realize it’s
there," he said.
By 9 a.m. lines of cars snaked slowly
around the streets south of campus.
Drivers looked earnestly from left to right
in the vain hope that someone would
move out of a parking space.
The university sells parking permits for
$81 per semester if you come every day
and for S36 a semester if you come one
day a week. You may park in any of the
garages or at the SJSU park and ride at
South 7th and Humbolt.
Because garages fill so early, your

S81 gives you the chance to look for a
parking space on the streets around
campus. It may seem the chance of a
lifetime, but why pay when you can look
for free.
Even if you do not buy a permit, you
are paying to park. I watch my gas meter
go down quickly while circling the streets
for that elusive space. It costs time, effort
and money.
Drivers abruptly U-turn to swipe a
space you thought was yours. Still others
pull in front end first as you are backing
in to a space. More frustrating are
commuters who sit in their cars and don’t
move. Most frustrating are those who
have guaranteed their spot to a friends,
and wait until they come.
If you haven’t already done so,
overcome embarrassment at getting to
class late. You will get used to it and so
will your teachers. It once took me a full
hour to find a space. By the time I walked
across campus to my class, it was over.
The professor understood. As he strode
out the door, he handed me a green sheet
and the first homework assignment.
Searching for parking spaces has even
made RIC late to exams, with the result
that for midterms and finals, I take off
work and get to campus two hours early.
Besides missing classes and tests,
street parking usually carries financial
burdens. I have a bag of change for the

R.
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meters and a scrapbook of parking tickets
for overstaying the time limit.
With good timing you can park for
Free. Plan to arrive early and right before a
class break when people leave. You might
find an unmetcred, unticketable space on
5th through 9th streets south of campus
where parking costs nothing unless your
bumper hangs over a driveway entrance.
You can even overlap the red bands a
little.
My favorite street is San Salvador, the
only cross street near the campus which
offers free parking.
William Street costs money between
9 a.m. and 6 p.m. They take nickles,
dimes and quarters, and usually have a
limit of one hour. If the meter expires
while you are relishing the beauties of art
history, you may get a ticket, especially itt
the morning when meter persons canvas
these blocks regularly. Metered parking
on Fourth Street is also more heavily
patroled in the morning than in the
afternoon.
.Remember you will be one of many
looking for a few spaces. Go for the free
ones. As you back into a niomy parallel
space with no meters or time limit, don’t
get mad if the car behind you zips in front
end first. School’s maned.
Faye Wells is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.
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decided to use alcohol in recruiting San
Jose State students for an organization not
recognized by Pi Kappa Alpha, IFC or the
University. The use of alcohol to entice
students to join or potential
misrepresentation of an organization’s
purpose are not acceptable methods of
obtaining new members. The IFC
condemns such behavior and is working
closely with national Pi Kappa Alpha and
the University to cease such activities.
The IFC understands the importance of
risk management and positive
programming and will aggressively
continue to do so in the future.
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WORLD EVENTS

0 Two Soviet repubilcs
form alliance

svar tat

row
CATHOLIC NEWMAN
COMMUNITY: "Taize" Prayer for
Peace: Christian gathering of music,
scripture and fellowship, 7:00 p.m..
Campus Christian Center Chapel (10th
and San Carlos), call 298-0204.
JEWISH STUDENT UNION:
Shabbat dinner, 7:00 p.m., call 2861531.
CAREER PLANNING k
PLACEMENT: On-campus
interview orientation, 11:30 a.m., S.U.
Almaden Room, call 924-6033.

Agnos challengers
decry state of city
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Under Mayor Art Agnos, the city is
overspending in many areas and
taxing businesses heavily while
operatingwith a short-staffed Police
Department, major challengers to
the incumbent charged Thursday.
They spoke at a candidates’
forum sponsored by a local
magazine. Agnos did not
participate, so no rebuttals were
offered.
"My first day in office, I would
eliminate the positions of the seven
deputy mayors," said Frank Jordan,
who became a candidate for mayor
after retiring as police chief. "Then
I would order an independent audit
of all city agencies to determine
how we could streamline and cut
back."
The Police Department now has
175 positions less than full strength
but should have more, he said. The
forum’s other participants, who
responded to questions front
reporters, agreed.
"I’ve heard over and over again
from police officers how
overworked they arc," said city
supervisor Angela Allot, who
alleged that Agnos has not met
fomally with the Police Officers
Association in a year.
It would cost $20 million to
make the department fully staffed,
she and some of the other
candidates said.

"TOP CANDIDATE
FOR THE CULT
FILM OF 1991"

Glenn has taken a private limousine from
his house to the San Jose airport and back
five times since late 1989 at a cost of $55
to $80 each way.
"1 will not leave my car parked at the
airport ... they will be ripped off," Glenn
said of his Cadillac and Mercedes.
"Whether I go for BART or go on my own,
I always eat at the best restaurants ... I
don’t think the taxpayers expect me to
lower my standards."

have been able to repel the Serbs and the
Yugoslav army.

A BART approves fare
increase despite
directors’ spending hike

Fighting continues in
Croatia

> What may soon become illegal
Is) wear in Mann County?

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP) The
besieged Croatian town of Vukovar was
without water and power Thursday after
fierce fighting, but the breakaway republic
and the federal army agreed to a cease-fire
in another strife-tom region.
The republic’s television system
dropped all regular programming today and
began 24 -hour coverage of the fighting.
Minor skirmishes between republican
forces and Serbian guerrillas were reported
overnight in several areas of Croatia.
Radio Zagreb said two Croatian national
guardsmen were killed and three injured in
fighting around the Serbian-held villages of
Sunja 40 miles southeast of Zagreb, the
republic’s capital.
There were conflicting reports from
Vukovar, a town on the Danube River
border with Serbia where Croatian forces

> When will the next space shuttle
be launched?

MES9/1(73

CATHOLIC NEWMAN
COMMUNITY: Sunday masses:
6:00 p.m.. Campus Christian Center
Chapel; 8:00 p.m., St. Joseph
Cathedral (San Fernando and Market),
call 298-0204.
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Supreme Soviet legislature, which began
Thursday’s session by hearing reports on
the Russian-Ukrainian accord.
The Russian -Ukrainian agreement
amounted to a treaty between emerging
independent states. Declaring the union
dead simply "expresses today’s reality,"
said Russian Vice President Alexander
Rutskoi, who signed the agreement after
meeting in the Ukrainian capital of Kiev
with Ukraine President Leonid Kravchuk.

SpartaGulde is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and staff
organizations at no charge. Deadline for submission: 5 p.m. two days before
publication. Forms are available at the Spartan Daily, WLN 104 and the Information
Center in the Student Union. Limited space may force reducing the number of
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CONCERT CHOIR: Choral
Activities: Sing! Join Concert Choir,
open to all majors. earn one unit
mornings Monday through Thursday
until September 13. 10:30 a.m., Music
262, come by or call 924-4332.

PHI CHI THETA: Pledge meeting,
5:00 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Room, call
365-8176.
CONCERT CHOIR: Choral
Activities: Sing! Join Concert Choir,
open to all majors, cam one unit
mornings Monday through Thursday
until September 13, 10:30 cm., Music
262, come by or call 924-4332.
GOLDEN KEY: The National Honor
Society "No Host" pizza parry. 5:00
p.m., Grande Pizzeria (4th and San
Carlos), call 287-2735.
CAREER PLANNING fix
PLACEMENT: On campus

Receicte ate niert e4 ate
gam), evratutd cefrotizad
CLUB

VAILS111
8/30

STUDENTS IN FREE!

TONIGHT THIS FRIDAY ONLY:

V.I.P. BLUE CARD GIVEAWAY
(Your FREE Pass For Every Friday in 1991)

$1 HAPPY HOUR 8PM-10PM
2 D.J.’S --2 DANCE FLOORS

THIS SUNDAY SE T. 1
GO INTO LABOR!
CELEBRATE LABOR DAY
2 D _J.’S 2

DANCE F-L_C)CD11S
Plus Live Music 9pm Sharp With

AZTECS IN MANHATTAN
No Cover W/ Club Oasis Card
Irrirn
WELCOMES
V
1HUh
9/S

LOCAL BANDS

EVERY
SUN & THURS

ART
2 Dance Floors 2 D.J.’s
+ THE TORN & .69c BREWED LZDS

interview orientation, 10:30 am. and
2:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden Room, call
924-6033.
LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA:
Sorority meeting, 6:00 p.m.. Chicano
Resource Center, third floor WLN, cell
973-9258.
SKI CLUB: First meeting. 7:00 p.m.,
S.U. Umhunum Room, call 778-9250.

Wavawi
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS:
Open meeting, 12:15 p.m., Campus
Christian Center.
CON(’IRT CHOIR: Choral
Actis
Sing! Join Concert Choir.

NEWS Quiz
Five correct
news stud. Three
to four reads USA Today. One
to two
Where have you
been?

)Which former KKK boss lost his
home due to a lawsuit?
> How much money will be spent
for the stores on the ground floor of
the Fairmont Hotel?
>How many editors staff the
Spartan Daily?
ANSWFIRS:1) Perfume.
12.
41September
3 Tom Metzger
S400 per square foot by the San lose
Redevelopment Agency.
5) Eleven.
Lilted by Corey "liesidder
Prom Spartan Daily Wire Sources

PHONE: 924-3280
FAX: 924-3282

open to all majors, earn one unit
mornings Monday through Thursday
until September 13, 10:30 cm., Music
262. come by or call 924-4332.
CAREER PLANNING Fs
PLACEMENT: Oncampus
interview orientation: 11:30 a.m., S.U.
Almaden kuom; 1:30 p.m., S.U.
Council Chambers; 5:1100 p.m., S.U.
Costanoan Room; Co-op orientation.
1:30 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Room, call
924-6033.

Thatespfv/5
GAY, LESBIAN k BISEXUAL
ALLIANCE: Weekly meeting, 4:30
Adalupe, call 236-2002.
p.m.. S

CAREER PLANNING kz
PLACEMENT: Interview
preparation, 3:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Room; on-campus interview
orientation, 10:30 a.m. & 2:30 p.m.,
S.U. Umhunum Room; Resume I:
Preparation, 2:00 p.m., S.U. Costanoan
Room, call 924-6033.
RADICAL REALITY CAMPUS
MINISTRY: Bible study, 1:00 p.m .
Spartan Chapel, call 246-6790.
SAFER: First weekly meeting for
Student Affiliation for Environmental
Respect, 5:00 p.m., WSH 115. call
924-5467.
SJSU ICE HOCKEY: Practice and
tryouts. 10:45 p.m., Eastridge Mall Ice
Arena, call 267-6989.

WORK SMARTER.
NOT HARDER.
Mmarketing major!
..... S"::::gi :lien’
Finance or at.counting
student! Also smart.
To be even smarter, you
need a BA 11 I’LL ISTNor BA- 35
from I\.is Instruments
nokk, boort. assignments
pile up.
designed
especially tor business
pa itessioi as. The kind
you’re going to be.
11 h\ ’VC

k. L rNe, the BA. II PIA
has bask business functions
Ike time-value-of-money.
Plus, it offers ash flow analysis for internal rate of return
(IRR) and net present value
(NPV). It even performs
bond calculations, depre, iation ;Ind advanced
stai ist
Ai id the BA-35 is our
Ills st affordable calculator
for time-value-of-money
calculations.
Try the BA II PLUS
or BA-;5 at your
livid T1 rctliler
is day. And start
wswkilw smarter,
instead of harder.

ALL’
NIGHA

SANIRANLISLO WEIKI)

SUNDAY SEPT. 8TH

TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS

M

DREAD
ZEPPELIN
Pwq

SLACKER
It
4th OUTRAGEOUS WEEK!
Son Carlos
0=02..4
998-3300
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SJSU WEATHER: TODAY Coastal low fog creating low clouds, but mostly
sunny day. Flights in the mid-80s. WEEKEND Sunny days, fair nights. Highs in mid -80s.

SAN JOSE, California (AP) Most
Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) District
directors rack up big expenses despite a
grand jury finding two years ago that
criticized their spending habits, the San
Jose Mercury News reported Thursday.
On Tuesday in Oakland, BART District
directors endorsed a sweeping 10-year
blueprint that includes a proposed annual
fare increase of over five percent as well as
more trains, tracks, stations and parking
spaces. That translates to an increase of
more than one dollar per ride over nine
years.
Among other things, the district picked
up the tab for meals at exclusive
restaurants and paid for door-to-plane
limousine service. Fremont Director John

alliance, striking a serious blow to Mikhail
Gorbachev’s efforts to regain some
semblance of the power he wielded before
last week’s coup.
Thursday’s agreement was a victory for
Russian President Boris Yeltsin, who led
the opposition to the Communist-led coup
and has since forced Gorbachev into a
weaker, power-sharing role.
It also underscored the diminished
stature of such institutions as the national

MOSCOW (AP)
The two richest
and most populous Soviet republics, Russia
and Ukraine, announced Thursday the
formation of a temporary military and
economic alliance that appears to leave the
Kremlin out in the cold.
The two republics invited other states
of the former U.S.S.R." to join their
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SJSU grad’s second book tops bestseller list

T
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he road to fame is long and rocky for most aspiring
writers, but not for SJSU alumna Amy Tan, the
novelist who shot straight to the top of the best seller
list on her first try.
Tan’s first novel, -The Joy Luck Club" occupied the
best seller list over half a year after it was published in
19N9. Her second novel, -The Kitchen God’s Wife" was published this
June and has occupied first place on the list for the last four weeks.
When asked about the secret of her success, Tan told a gathering at
Morris Dailey Auditorium last year that when she started, she was
really just trying to write a few good short stories and the project sort of
mushroomed on her.
Based on only three short stories, Tan never expected to be able to
sell her book idea to a publisher, but she gave it a try anyhow. She said
she was as surprised as anyone when her editor called to tell her there
were six offers on the book.
As she continued writing the rest of the novel, she kept thinking to
herself, -They’re going to be reading this and think they’ve made a
horrible mistake. They’re goins to call my agent and demand that they
give the advance back," she said.
But the book was a huge success and Tan was a finalist for the
National Book Critics Circle Award and received the 1990 Bay Area
Book Reviewers Award for fiction. Critics are now saying her second
novel is even beuer than her first.
Tan’s new novel is about the survival of the spirit in a woman narned
Winnie, who endured the horrors of World War 11 China and firally
escaped both the country and her abusive husband. During the course
of the story, Winnie loses her mother, her children, her friends and even
her freedom but not her courage or her hope.
The story is about more than just the actual events in Winnie’s li:,...
Tan explores in her novel the relationship between Winnie and her
daughter Pearl as they struggle to understand each other. She also
examines the society that taught its daughters to stay afraid-- to be
good and never fight back.
Tan said the story was based on the real life experiences of her
mother. She said she wrote the story because her mother complained
that everyone thought she was the mother in "The Joy Luck Club." Tan
was asked by her mother to write her real story.
"My mother for many years wasn’t able to tell anyone about her
past," she said. "She finally told me about the man she was married to
in China when I was about 15. She always called him ’That bad man!’
And she was furious that he had escaped all of the consequences of his
bad actions," she added.
It wasn’t until recently that Tan felt she could ask her mother about
her past and why she stayed with her abusive husband so long.
"I wanted to know why my mother didn’t leave. Did she truly love
him? I didn’t understand how someone could have no choice," she said.
Her mother’s answers to these questions provided the basis for the
book.
Although the book chronicles the life of Tan’s mother, the character
of the fictional daughter is not based on the author’s life. A few
similarities do creep into the book at times, she said. Like Pearl, Tan’s
father died when she was IS, but the funeral scene from the book never
happened. Like Pearl, Tan has a brother living on the East Coast. A few
years ago, Tan traveled to China with her mother and her husband

’Cheers’ still getting
cheers and Emmys
after all these years
NEW YORK (AP)Back in the
glory days of network radio, CBS
and then NBC had a hit sitcom
called "Duffy’s Tavern." It lasted
10 years. One of its co-creators was
a Broadway writer, Abe Burrows.
He begat a son, James Edward
Burrows.
The sonhis middle name is for
Ed Gardner, star of "Duffy’s
Tavern"grew up to co-create
another well-known saloon sitcom
for NBC. That show is called
"Cheers."

From British sitcom
But the tavern of Duffy didn’t
begat "Cheers," says Burrows, who
created the show with the Charles
brothers, Glen and Les. In fact, he
says, he doesn’t recall too much of
what went on at the Duffy
emporium.
Rather, he said, the inspiration
was Great Britain’s "Faulty Towers.
"We talked about doing a show
like that," he said. "Then we said,
’Probably all the action will take
place in a bar. So why don’t we do a
sports bar?’"
That decided, the trio, who are
the show’s executive produccrs,
decided to locate the bar in Boston
unlike Mr. Duffy’s saloon, which
was a make-believe dive on Third
Avenue in New York.

Wanted a sports town
"We warted a sports town,"
Burrows said. "And there’s no more
rabid sports town than Boston
they love their Celtics, they love
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Bostonthey love their Celtics,
they love their Red Sox, they love
their Bruins."
From that came a long-running
hit that starts its 10th season on
Sept. 19.
Among other things, it will pick
up where it left off last season, with
Sam, the skirt-chasing exbascball
pitcher played by Ted Danson, still
wanting to foal a child with
Rebecca, played by new Emmywinner Kirsfic Alley.
"Cheers" is somewhat like
Nolan Ryan. Age doesn’t seem to
mauex.
Despite its years, it was the
nation’s most-watched show last
season, averaging a healthy 34
percent share of audience in its
Thursday night time period. It also
does well in the honors category.

Won four Emmys

’Probably all
the action will
take place in a
bar. So why
don’t we do a
sports bar?’

just like Pearl at the end of the book.
"With fiction, we try to create a personal story
and these things just naturally come out," she
explained.
What’s up next for the talented artist’? After
publishing "The Kitchen God’s Wife" in June,
Tan took u the task of developing "The Joy
Luck Club’ into a screenplay. She has been
working with director Wayne Wang and
screenwriter Ron Bass, who won an academy
award for his work on "Rain Man." She plans to
begin work on her third novel before the end of
the year.
"I’m researching my third book now, which
means talking to my mom and reading a lot of
history books ... that sort of thing," she said.

When she started, she was
really just trying to write a
few good short stories and
the project sort of
mushroomed on her

Amy Tan

SJSU alumna

The Mary Tyler Moore Show,"
which gave Burrows his first sitcom
directing job, is the champ with 29.
Burrows, interviewed by car
phone as he motored to Los Angeles
International Airport to fly to a
quick vacation in Vermont, has one

’It’s always
been, at the end
of the year
when the
contracts are
up, ’Is it still
fun?’
regret about the Emmy awards
. lie wishes that "Cheers,"
acclaimed for its tight, crisp writing
and acting ensemble, had been
nominated in the scrivening
category."
"They’re great," he says of the
show’s staff writers. "They don’t get
enough tribute. I marvel at the fact
there were no nominations in the
writing category, because writing is
the thing that propels the show."
He often is asked if Season No.
10 will be the last for "Cheers." It
depends.
"Ted is just signed through this
season, but that doesn’t mean he
won’t sign again," Burrows said.
"It’s always been, at the end of the
year when the contracts are up, ’Is it
still fun?"
If it’s fun for all of us to do and
fun for the public to watch, then
we’ll probably continue to do it. If
it’s not any fun, we’ll say
"That’s it."

’Rambling Rose’ ramblin’ for
America’s premier entry at
Montreal World Film Festival
By BOB THOMAS
Associated Press Writer
"Rambling Rose," a tasty slice
of small town Southern life in the
1930s, opened the 15th Montreal
World Film Festival as an American
entry for the top prize.
The packed audience of festival
guests and Canadian film buffs at
Theatre Maisoncuve lavished
applause on the Martha Coolidge
film, which stars Robert Duvall and
the mother-daughter team of Laura
Dern and Diane Ladd. All three
gave superfine performances but
Miss Dern’s portrayal of the freehearted girl from a Georgia din farm
dominates the film
"I’m only a human girl person
and I ain’t always perfect." That
self-analysis just about sums up
Rose, the frizzy-haired 19-year-old
who arrives one day at Hillyers’
house to work as a maid. She is
indeed human, especially in her
frantic need for male affection.
Rose begins by throwing herself
literally at Daddy Hillyer
(Duvall), who manages to regain his
composure. She then vamps most of
the young males in the Georgia
hamlet and entertains some in her
bedroom. She also helps educate
Buddy Halm (Lukas Haas), a
bright, observant 13-year-old.
Calder Willingham’s brilliantly

Last Sunday, it won four Emmys,
one going to Burrows four direction.
The. awards made it and "Hill Street
Blues" the secondmost honored
shows in Emmy history. Both have
26 statueues.
"The Mary Tyler Moore Show,"
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perceptive script is narrated by the Depression Georgia. She allows
grownup Buddy (John Heard) years each of the four principles their .
later on a visit to his aging, widower moments to shine.
father. He recalls those golden days
Duvall is an old hand at this kind
when Rose created in Daddy’s of folk figure, and his portrayal is
words, "one damnable commotion" flawless. Diane Ladd also brings a
with her rambunctious carryings-on. sense of uniqueness to her role of
Rose’s most fervent defender is Mother. Both characters have that
Mother Hillycr (Diane Ladd), a rare quality: the ability to surprise.
sentimystic and early feminist. She Young Haas, the Amish boy In
sees only goodness in Rose, despite "Witness," has turned into a fine
teen-age actor.
Laura Dern is nothing less than
Miss Dern’s
electrifying. She can exude airiness
portrayal of the
without being an airhead. As Mother
freehearted girl from Hillycr often said, "there was no
trace of harm in her; a kinder, more
a Georgia dirt farm
goodhearted girl never lived."
dominates the film.
"Rambling Rose" is released by
Seven Arts through New Line
Cinema; the producer is Kenny
Harlin. The rating is R, mostly for
her many transgressions, and her sexual byplay, much of it comic:
faith and rectitude saves the girl Running time: 113 minutes.
from a dire fate.
Motion Picture Association of
Director Coolidge preserves the America rating definition:
purity of Willingham’s words (the
R---Restricted. Under 17 requires
script is based on his novel), as well accompanying parent or adult
as the sense of time and place: guardian.
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Need a Mac at Midnight?

24 Hour
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Afro -Brazilian dance troupe to perform
today at the Student Union Amphitheater
Shake to the
forbidden movements
of the Samba,
Lambada and Frevo
By Tony Marek
Dimly staff ’antes

The SJSU fall music scene will
kick off with a hang today.
Campus music lovers will be
treated to a good deal of banging,
singing, and dancing, when "Ginga
Brasil",
an
Afro -Brazilian
percussion and dance troupe,
performs at the Student Union
Amphitheater between noon and 1
p.m.
The free performance is part of
the Third Annual Brasilian
Carnaval, which will continue on
Monday, Sept. 2, at 8:30 p.m. at
Club F/X, 400 S. First St., in
downtown San Jose.
The San Jose based group will be
performing different types of AfroBrazilian music and dance including
the Samba, Lambada and Frevo
styles. The Samba originates in Rio
de Janeiro, while the Frevo and

Lambada styles come from
northeast part of Brazil where the
African influence on the music Is
more prevalent, according to Vivi
Letsou, the Camaval organizer.
There will also he free Afro Brazilian workshop for SJSU
students following the concert in
room 150 in the Music Building,
from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. The
workshop will be conducted by the
leader and co-founder of "Ginga
Brasil," who goes only by the name
Beigola.
Also participating in the
workshop will he members of
"Banda Carioca," another band that
will be featured at the Brasilian
Camaval at Club F/X.
Artists from the two groups will
perform and discuss the history
Afro-Brazilian music and dance.
"Ginga Brasil," has performed in
Brazil (their country of origin),
Japan, and the United States. They
are the featured performers at the
annual San Francisco Carnival Ball.
They have also performed at the
Monterey Jazz Festival and
appeared at the San Francisco Street
Carnival in May where they won the
Best Music Award, according to
Letsou.

The couple will
honeymoon in
Hawaii
she turned 16, will recite wedding
vows Saturday night between Jan &
Dean concerts at the Stardust
Convention Center in Las Vegas,
said the singer’s publicist Rob
Kuropatwa.
"What an encore," Kuropatwa
said.
The ceremony in front of the

Musicians CANDLE CREATION
focus on
college-age
market

Musi
\l RAN) ,N 1. \Ii
clans Peter 1101,,pric and Chris
Stanley. both squarely in their It a,
find theMsels es in the odd
of marketing A quiet album yviiitci
I-or their peers to radio stAtions ii
ermg to college students
’I certainly appreciate any and
all airplay ." Holsapple said in a
recent interview "But I also think
that there’s a huge market fiir this
record out there for people who
may he slightly older than college
sophomores.’
The two North Carolina natives
whose latest album is titled
played in a New
"Mavericks"
York (its -based band called the
miRs in the early IqtSI is
I lien sIiilii Isit -center pop
rock songs appeatcd to much the
same cloy, .1 as 1-4 I Ni . the band
which guitarist I lolsapplc sciNcs
illtitth member
an
perseverence paid on
R.E.M
this year in a big way . hut the dli’s
didn’t last quite as long. Stanley
left in I (tS ; and put out a few solo
albums. I liiisapple folded the hand
a less years Ltier
Subsequently . Holsapple and
Stanley . who rust played together
in high school bands in WinstonSalem, still got together. In between other I 64.11ions, they pertor tied as an aconst duo in recent
years and dec ided iii iecord the
new songs they -t1 been working
on.
Although it’s not a folk album.
’ ’Ma v cricks’. is nu ire acoustic
than die illt’s were [’hey alternate
.iimpositions, throw ing in a Eirils
pop of Stanley ’s
,,,%er The e4
songs is silloothed osei and Holsapple esplores loies dark and
light sides
It’s Sl itt of the I.\ erly Brothers
is uhout being related.- Holsapple
said
Atter years ot sc imttiit (ii a re
cord contract and its mg to keep a
hand together. Holsapple said Ile
enjoyed the feeling M treedom that
came isiih tiol being tied to a record c,muact And he plans to re
main .1 tic,: agent.
-I suspect this will he a lairls
ongoing thing but is got to
fairly casual tiling as well becan,
we don’t want to make it iii
hand." he said Ot his .0.SOCiatiOil
Stanley
Y. 1th
1 Li

Is11 14.1 k
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Jan & Dean’s Jan Berry
will wed long-time fan
during Las Vegas concert
LOS ANGELES (AP) Jan
Berry, half of the 1960s surf music
duo Jan & Dean, has found a new
partner.
The 50-year-old enter tamer will
marry a fan he met dunng a concert
in Canada several years ago.
Berry and Genie Filip, who says
she hasn’t told anyone her age since

Publicity phut.

Lynn Benson

Daily staff
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Steve Curran, equipment technician for the art department, works on design
prototypes of candleholders for a local designer in an art studio on Monday afternoon.
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concert audience will be conducted
by a local preacher. Berry’s singing
partner, Dean Torrance, will be best
man, the publicist said.
Miss Filip, originally from
Cambridge, Ontario, met Berry
during a concert in her hometown.
The couple have been engaged
For almost a year, and it will be
Berry’s first marriage. said
Kuropatwa. The couple will
honeymoon in Hawaii.
Berry’s first album since a 1966
car accident is a solo effort
tentatively titled "Second Wave." It
will be released later this year, his
publicist said.
"He’s doing very well. He’s up,
and physically he’s doing fine," said
Kuropatwa.
Jan & Dean, best known for their
hits "Surf City" and "Little Old
Lady From Pasadena," rode a wave
of popularity during the beach
music era of the 1960s.

Fall movie fare expected
to be bleak by insiders
Ii u \ d TES i \ Pi
L.S
!inn c.ml,nois. slogging through a
disappoint 11114 summer, lace the
1.111 sets in
with little hope of a
boy-ottice turnaround.
"I see no blockbusters out
there." says Angelo 1-orchetta.
vice president of the 21i-screen Capitol Theaters Group in Milwaukee "Maybe out of the fog will
appear another ’Ghost; hut it certainly isn’t apparent now."
’ Pretty lousy." grumbles John
Kner of the autumn product He is
president of Los Angeles-hased
Exhibitor Relations, which tracks
box ott ice figures "I hear a lot of
exhibitor complaints. and I don’t
detect any enthusiasm troth the
studios
Dan Harkins. head of the 31 theater Harkins Theaters chain of
Phoenix. concedes that September
probably is ill he a weak month
But he says receipts tor the rest oh
the year should catch up to what
thc’ ii ere in 1990.
I
sees these possible winners tor the fall: "The Addams
Family .
"Beauty and the
Beast
"Star Trek VI,’’ "The
Prince of Tides." "Frankie and
Johnny " and "Hook "
Despite three summer films that
have topped S300 million ("Terminator 2: Judgment Day...
"Robin
Hood.
Prince
of
Threv es... ’City Slickers"), the
year’s total theater take is down
twin last year Art Murphy oh
I /ally Vailep. calculates $3.01 billion tor the tirst seven months vs.
S3 07 billion last year.
" he second wave oh sunhiner
releases turned out to he a ripple."
observed Murphy.

MODERN ENTMENT

’ I he husiness does we’ll in a
slump. hut then it has always been
rollercoaster ride." said Krier.
"I started as a theater usher in
192-4 and even then people were
saying. ’We can’t go on with these
dinky pictures.’ Nothing has
changed. -Missing from the tall schedule
are any sequels to previous blockbusters. The autumn season traditionally brings out dramas that
might is It in the hot weather.
Some are Academy Award hopefuls released late in the year so
the v will remain fresh in the minds
of Oscar voters.
A survey of the releases from
the nianir studios shows these draslated k aiti:tn
mas_s.lattent
N
se I ),,..ar
rate’ umurela
winners Jodie Foster and Dianne
Wiest in a story about
gitted
child. directed by Foster
"Cape Fear-. Robert De
Niro, Nick Nolte and Michelle
Pfeiffer in Martin Scorsese’s reworking of the 19(12 thriller.
"The Fisher King": Robin
Williams again as a teacher in a
drama with Jeff Bridges.
--’Shattered’: Tom Berenger
suffers amnesia and rebuilds his
rth Greta Scacchi, Corbin
Benison and Bob Hoskins.
-Company Business.’ Gene
Hackman of the CIA and Mikhail
Baryshnikov oh the K(iF3 combine
in a spy thriller
--"The Indian Runner" the
story of two feuding brothers, is ritten and directed h i hut not starring) Sean Penn,

TuEsupi THROW

ITS TRUE...
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YOU CAN STILL REGISTER FOR

WITH STUDENT ID

FALL PHOTOGRAPHY COURSES
AT SAN JOSE CITY COLLEGE

(WEL(OME BACK)
SUBIJAY S P 1

Space is available in the following in -progress courses:

Photography 22 (Beginning)

MWF

Photography 22 (Beginning)

T & Th 9 -11:50 AM

Photography 62 (intermediate)

T & TH

10-11:50 AM

Ni ght w

Ano ther
tor

N

.1.11, is CROWDED NOUSE
MEAT PUPPETS CDs

MONDAY- SEP 2 - LABOR DAY

iC1(

PLILitt

3’d Anni

BikaSiliaN CarNaVaL

call 298-2181 ext. 3928

4’
FOR Tit AND INFO CALL 739-4468
a,
THE WEDNESDAY SHOWCASE
SEP 4 HELEN KELLER PLAID

San Jose City College

SEP 11 ROYAL CROWN REVUE
SEP 18 A tribute to PATSY CLINE

rot- wore infimnation,

12-2:50 PM

with COTTONHEAD

"

2100 Moorpark Avenue
San Jose, CA 95128
CAMERA ONE 356 S. lit. 294-3800

sincurEN

A MONTH OF SUNDAYS SEGINS SE
This next SIG THING? You be the Judge.

FIX THE CLUB 400 SOUTH FIRST SAN JOSE 298-9796
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SJSU loses 4 coaches, 17 total positions

L.A. Raiders
give waived
duo second
opportunity

State budget cuts slam athletics hard
By Pete Borello
Daily staff wnter
As a result of a $279,000 state
budget cut, the SJSU Athletic
Department will havc to make do
without 17 paid positions for the
1991-92 school year.
Eliminated were four coaching
positions, four management
positions and nine support
staffers.
"In some cases, it means not
filling positions when people
leave," said SJSU Athletic
Director Tom Brennan.
a
couple of instances it means not
renewing people. It also means
transferring people from our
department to ano.her."
Vacancies everywhere
Assistant coaching positions
which will not be occupied for
this year are in volleyball, men’s
and women’s basketball and
baseball, Brennan said. In the
volleyball and basketball
situations, the assistants went on
to take coaching positions
elsewhere and SJSU did not opt
to replace them.
Men’s basketball assistant
Benny White went into private
business in Detroit, women’s
basketball
assistant
Kim
Belliveau took the head coaching
job at Cabrillo College in Aptos,
and volleyball assistant Lindy
Vivas took the head coaching

position at Fresno State.
Baseball pitching coach Tom
Kunis’s contract was not
renewed. Brennan explained that
SJSU was "unable to give him
new employment."
Sam Piraro, the Spartans’ head
baseball coach, is attempting to
bring Kunis back on a volunteer
basis for this season. If that is not
possible, Piraro said "the other
coaches would have to pick up
the slack."
Fending for themselves
As the coaches learn to live on
a tighter budget, Brennan has
initiated a new plan for them to
accumulate funds for their
specific programs.
are
being
"Coaches
encouraged and provided the
opportunity to generate some
outside income that they would
have some discretion on how it’s
used," Brennan.said.
For example, if the coaches
get a donation to their program,
they now have more say in how it
is used.
The coaching staffs weren’t
the only oues hit hard by the cuts.
Four athletic administrative
positions were also eliminated.
The contracts of Associate
Athletic
Director
Mary
Zimmerman, and Assistant
Athletic Directors Marshall Clark
and Debbie Pinkston were not
renewed and their positions have

California League final standings
Northern Division
47
xy-San Jose (Giants)
21
Modesto (Athletics)
33
35
Salinas (Co-op)
32
36
Stockton (Brwrs)
29
39
Reno (Co-op)
28
40
Southern Division
y-High Desert (Padrs)
42
26
x-Bakersfield (Dodgis)
40
28
Visalia (Twins)
34
34
Palm Springs (Angls)
29
39
San Bemadino (Mamrs)
26
42
x-won first-half titley-won second-half title

.691
.485
.471
.426
.412
.618
.588
.500
.426
.382

2
8
13
16

This weekend in sports for SJSU.
SPORT

OPPONENT

The future’s not bright
Brennan, now in his second
year as AD, sees the
department’s financial problems
improving next year.
"I think the level of
contribution from the alumnus
and friends of the program will
increase next year", he said.
And if the state cuts the
budget even more next year?
"It’s another bridge will cross
at that time."

By Jack
Trageser

14
15
18
19

SPORTS WEEKEND
DAY

been left vacant.
Assistant A.D. Jo Bagelmann
resigned, and the school could
not afford to fill her position,
either.
Of the nine support staff jobs
reduced, seven were full-time
positions. They ranged from
ticket manager to athletic trainer.
As if the budget crisis was not
bad enough, the Athletic
Department also suffered a
decline in department -generated
funds.
"Our revenue posture this year
is very weak," Brennan said.
He attributes the problem to
the poor condition of the
economy, the decline in
donations to the sports program,
a drop in ticket sales, and not
having a football game against
Stanford this season.
"The game against Stanford
can generate $150,000 for the
program," he said.

TIME

San Jose Giants Playoffs: Game 1
Stockton
Scrimmage
Football
Blackhawks
Colorado
SAT San Jose Giants Playoffs: Game 2
Stockton
All -Cal Classic
Volleyball
at Berkeley
SUN San Jose Giants Playoffs: Game 3
Stockton
SJSU Classic
Soccer
Cal vs. Fullerton State
SJSU vs. USF
MON San lose Giants Playoffs: Game 4
(if necessary)
Stockton
SOU Classic
Soccer
USF vs. Fullerton State
_WU vs. Cal
TUE
San Jose Giants Playoffs: Game 5
(if necessary)
Stockton
FRI

7:15
5:00
7:30
6:00
All
day
4:00
1:00
3:00
7:15
100
3:00
7:15

Spartan home games in italics.
Baseball at Municipal Stadium, Football and
Soccer at Spartan Stadium.

No baseball
in the Baltics
The following is a story that a
friend of mine told to me about
sports and politics. It should be
noted that he is a certified sports
addict, receiving therapy four
times a week:
A couple of days ago I went
out into the mid-morning sun, cut
across my front lawn to the
driveway and bent down to
retrieve the paper from beneath a
car, where it is customarily left by
the paperboy.
Although I watched the Giants
game on cable the night before
and caught the highlights on
ESPN, I was eager to read the
newspaper acount.
Even before I got down on
hands-and -knees, however, A
headline with huge block letters
bigger than the name of the
paper screamed at me. It said
something about the Soviet
Union dissolving and
communism falling apart. That’s
all fine and dandy, but those
Soviets and Muscovites and
Ukrainians had been in the news
for days by now, and I was kind
of hoping a sports teaser would
grace the top of the front page.
After all, both the A’s and Giants
won their games, and that’s
become an event in itself.
Disappointed before I even got
my hands on the paper (thanks to
the screaming headlines), I
quickly peeled off the other
useless sections local,
business, living until I got
down to sports. Systematically,
methodically, I read the beat
writer’s story, scanned the box

’Coaches are
being
encouraged to
generate some
outside
income.’

(AP)
SEGUNDO
EL
Veterans Vince Evans and Jerry
Robinson, waived Monday by the
Raiders, didn’t stay away long.
The Raiders re-signed the pair
Tuesday along with safety Derrick
Crudup. All three had been
released on the final roster
cutdown day.
To make room on the roster for
the trio, the Raiders placed three
injured
on
players
reserverunning backs Vance
Mueller (knee sprain) and Nick
Bell (hamstring pull) and
defensive lineman Roy Hart (knee
sprain).
By being placed on injured
reserve, Mueller, Bell and Hari
must miss a minimum of four
games each.
The moves leave the Raiders
with a 47 -man mister, which
includes three quarterbacks.
Evans, 36, will be the backup to
starter Jay Schroeder, while rookie
Todd Marinovich is No. 3 on the
depth chart.
Robinson, 34, is no longer a
starter at linebacker for the
Raiders, but is a key part of their
pass defense schemes.
Crudup, 26, is a reserve who is
in his third NFL season.
The Raiders, 12-4 last year and
the AFC West champions, open
the regular season Sunday at
Houston. The Oilers were 9-7 in
1990.

Tom Brennan
SPA: Athlent Directo;

om urns
30-year-old,
baseball pitching
coach might be
brought back on a
volunteer basis for the
season.

im e mean
31 -year-old,
women’s basketball
assistant is now head
women’s basketball
coach at Cabrillo
College in Aptos.

enny
tie
37-year-old, men’s
basketball assistant is
now in private
business in Detroit.

what’s left of the Soviet Union
were probably crying in the
streets with unbridled joy. I drew
the conclusion that these last few
days would be ones my children
and grandchildren would ask me
about, and not to hear about how
well Will Clark or Harold Baines
hit a baseball.
Then my wandering mind
wondered how the whole Soviet
thing affected Sarunas
Marciulionis, a Lithuanian citizen
on the Golden State Warriors.
From there, I pondered the
Warriors chances of landing
Patrick Ewing, and my mind
slipped subconsciously back into
the world that a sports addict calls
home.

’ ... These last few days would
be ones my grandchildren
would ask me about, and not
to hear how well Will Clark
or Harold Baines hit a
baseball.’
scores and checked the league
leaders table.
But then, before I went back
and read the other leading sports
stories, a strange thing happened.
Across the room on the dining
room table where I had tossed the
rest of the newspaper, that
billboard-sized headline about the
Soviet Union again caught my

eye, and this time my attention.
Having digested a full meal of
sports, I allowed my mind to
wander elsewhere.
I began to think about how
Independence Day is such a big
deal here in the United States,
something we take pretty
seriously more than 200 years
later. I realized that the people in

Jack Trageser is the Spartan
Daily copy chief

Sabatini, Seles advance in U.S. Open
NFAI YORK 0\ Pi
A yea’
ago. Gabriela Sabatini sort of
sneaked up on the I i.S. ()pen.
With the attention in women’s
tennis meted on the soap opera ads emures ot Monica and %familia.
Stefti and Jennifer. Sabatini simply went about the business ot
play mg her matches.
And the nest thing she knec.
she had won her hist Grand Slam
es cot
Sabatini took the title from the
No. 5 position. the lowest seeding
for an ()pen V.11111er In 22 years.
And it 111Calli that the secret was
nil

trust onto the center court
stage WednesdaN night. Sabatini
defeated Barbara Paulus 6-1, 4-6.
5-I . taking the match when her opponent retired after twisting her
left ankle in the last set It was
workmanlike, reminiscent of last
eat For Sabatini. htmeer. it is
not the same
-The difference is I tin playing
much better this year.- she said
"You can’t compare it I base improved my game. I plaN MON offensively.. I move to the net. I play
with more confidence.-

(ual and Seles "lio will tile
Australian and French. are seeded
ihead of the No 3 Sabatini heie.
And both :UV winning. although

Sete, had a minor sf:are when she
dropped a set in her 6-0, 4-h,
%loop, over kmannela ,,,,..;ndo on
wc,ine,,,ial.

EARN EXTRA CREDIT AS A TUTOR!
You can earn 1 - 3 units of credit tutoring
college-bound students on the
SJSU campus.
f ISTotoi,
GHIGRAPHY

Project Upward Bound
WLN #225
924-2567

Do you want to get involved with the
Associated Students’ Government?
There are 5 positions available on the
Associated Students’ Board of Directors:

(DX

Phi Chi Theta

Co-ed Business & Economics Fraternity
Our fraternity is accepting applications
for New Pledges for the Fall of ’91.
More information can be obtained in
Business Classroom 208 or on
Tuesday Sept. 3 at 5:00 PM in the
Student Union-Guadalupe Room.

TUDENT DISCOUN

N ALL SUPPLIE
hrough Sept 30th 199

..,40 SAN JOSE ART

r/

481 S. BASCOM AVE, SAN JOSE
Hours: M -F 9-5:30 Sat 10-5:30

408-298-8422
Stat Discount by Stat Card Only

Academic Affairs
Communications
Environmental Affairs
Sponsored Programs
Student Services
Applications and Information for these positions
are available in the
Associated Students office located on the
Third Floor of the Student Union.
For more information on these positions, call:
924-6240
or stop by the AS office
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%and"
Student Union
44

Above: Lim When, a recent SJSUgraduate who majored in
electrical engineering and math, prepares to smash a hot
forehand return to crouched and waiting friend Roberto
Arteche in a fast-paced game of table tennis. Right: The

Student Union basement is a place where students can go
to unwind by bowling, playing table tennis and shooting
pool. However Kin Man, a senior finance major, seems
more concerned with concentration than relaxation.

Photos by Barry Gutierrez
FAx: 924-3282
PHONE: 924-3277

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
"MR. GLUE GREEN" has current
Cell Tech Products ogee & ecidoi
phlius) on hand now Special money
making/saving plan for 1st 5 sore
Ities. frets or groups Get brain
food/body rebuilding Items from
Viktor In Sli 211 or write: Plan 198,
PO Box 9, 5 .1 CA 95103 Phone
408254-144? Free yeast self test
NEW: STUDDIT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits, teeth cleaned and X
rays no charge
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now. For brochure see A S
Office or
Call 806655 3225
ARE YOU APPLYING TO GRADUATE
SCOOLT The Princeton Review
seeks Pre Lee PreBusIness and
other prospective graduate stu
dents Interested In taking FREE
LSAT. GMAT or GRE diagnostic
exam Cell (408) 268-9674 to
make your reservation Coll Today.
FREE PERMS/COLORS/CUTS
International Artists need models
for San Jose Hair Show Sept 14
15 & 18 For Information call
415 8861117
MAKE A DIFFERENCE in the life of
I rnernIly lir person VOL UNTE ER
your friendship 3 hours per week
Training Is provided Cali 4360618
OPEN MIKE
Oh. put God to the test and see
how Mind He is.
Honor your father and mother,
that you mar him, a long, good life
You must not murder
ITOu must not commit adultery
You must not steel
You must not Ile
You must not be greedy
S Cho PO Box 180315
Cupertino, CA 95016

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Seises
Speclol Student Programs
Serving SISU for Good (Myers
’Great Raw* for Good Drivers
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Family Multi-car’

1.

CALI. 100Al
296 5270
FREE
NO HASSLE NO OBLIGATION
%JOIE
Also open Saturdays 9-2
SMZED CARS, trucks boats,
4 wheelers, motorhomes, by FBI,
IRS, DEA Available your area now
Call 805 882.7555 Est C.1255

HELP WANTED
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED
FOR SPARTAN DAILY
Monday through Friday
7 30 arn to 9 30 am
Deliver papers to
distribution boxes on campus
$500 per hour
Call Kathy at
9243277 or stop in VAN 102.
UNITED WAY CHILD Dtvtiorene
program P/1 Teacher’s aide di
sub positions available Flex hrs
Rec & (CE majors encouraged to
apply All majors accepted Carl
Gardner Children’s Ctr 998 1343
COLLEGE STDDENTS Make extra
money Need 210 3 students to
become Open House Party Plan
representative For application
form, send S A.S.E to Mrs ANa
Housouer 111 Lemon Tree Cacti
Vacaville, CA 95687
TEACHER FOR LIC. PLAY CENTER.
Min 8 [CL units rep 2 10 year
olds Flex es Day Eve Wlend
So San lose 28143880 or
Fremont 415 792 9997
GRAPHIC ARTIST to produce
brochures. Ryer,, banners, etc for
programs offered through the Stu
dent ActIva les and Services office
10 hours/week, $5 70 / hour.
Must be a matricuisterd, currently
*noted student Macintosh corn
Puter graphic ems required Apply
In the Student Activities Office, Old
CO, through 4 30 pm Sept 20
WORK STUDY STUDENT assistant
to assist clerical staff by answering
phones. running copes an mimeo
graph end ropy rnechines, errands
on campus and other duties as
required Meal be eligible ler week
study Nees. 12 15 hrtwl.. Mon
Fri between 9
$5 70 $605

Away to type 45 WPM desirable
Apply Student Actreties & See
vices, Old Cal. by 9/10
II FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Your fraternal, sororlty, or other
campus group can earn between
$50051000 in less than 7 deo.
You pay absolutely nothing.
Call 1800735.2077 Ed. 3.

Immediate Interviews
Apply Bam 5orn. Mon. Frl.
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd Santa Clore
lbetw San Tomas [LP /

$600 a "0 12 mo. lease Walk or
ride bike to School. 780 S 11th
street Laundry facilities, security
bldg, cable TV avail. Remodeled.
vary clean Call mgr 2889157.

cocom

DANCE
TEACHER
WANTED MIARE 3 RR. 2 1/2 BA. CONDO In
Min 2 years experience teaching So San lose I e,Aela prof. nonyoung children ages 3.12, ballet smoker, own ha
1400 hal, 0111
preferred Call Joell at 998-8955
depose 40e .. 1450

COUNSELOR/DIRECT CARE staff TEACHER OF PHYSICAL EDUCAneeded at local residential faciaTION & Motor Development for chil
ties for young adults & adolescents drain 2 to 12 years Exlarwience
with autism & related disabilities
and car required Gyrnsters. Inc
Fuatime and part time positions
(408)998-8955
evadable Start $600 $6,25 an
hour Call Shiegry, 408 4483953

JOIN THE CREW at the Rusty Scup
pert Applications accepted
2 305 00 1235 Oakrneed PAM
Sunnyvale. 2452911 Conveniently
located cif lifey 101 A Lawrence
ExPve See you soon,
REC/P.L ON CHILD DEV/ED
MJUONSI Small World Schools Is
hiring teachers and substitutes for
our 9 preschool (612 dolts (CE
preferred) and 12 school-age
irec/P E units o k.) programs Vre
have both fulltime and pettlme
lahlalons Flexible hours available
Our centers are open eaLn toe pm
Experience Preferred but ^0,
required Call 257 7328
CHILD STUDY MAJOR home
Preschool pert time p m
Need create* person, must antes
Chikken & be patent Cap
Alice at 3560895 Los Gatos
POSTAL JOBS AVARARLEI
Many positions Great benefits
Call 8056824555 Est R3310
START $T 11.00 POI HOUR
Day Swing Greve Oats El/Pt
Weedy pay
Security/Reception/High tetn
Excellent benerfas
Credit union Medical insurence
No Experience Required

2 BORM / 2 BATH APT
820 a rm0 & I

PERSONAL
’ring for
HANDICAPPED mad
female roornrnate as a
For further info call Brian art& 4 00
pm at "Pia: ION

WORDPROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Priv essieg term Payers
.are Won. APA
Theses
Turetiia
Publ,sPng

SERVICES

S "0

TRAVEL
FREE TRAVEL Al, couriers and
Cruisesnips Students also needed Christmas. Spring and Summer
for Amusement Park employment
Call 805 6827555 Est F.1661

HOUSING
POP SYSTEMS has job openings
in hgh-tech computer Industry
Excelled oPporitunIty for gradueung
marketing malors, or any
graduating senior Call
(408)9440301 for Interest in a
fulltime or part time account
executne posItion open

REPOSSESSED A IRS Foreclosed
Scones scalable am below market
value Fantastic sings, You
repair Also S&L ballOut Prod.’
ties Call 805 882 7555
Eat 1+1513

Graphic Desig, lavtAut
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near Oaloge
od Mail 2246395
DIPERIENCED WORD Processors,
familiar wen APA/Turabian
formats. Science and English
Papers our specialty Free Spell
check/storage Low-cost editing
and graphics Resumes and other
services available
Masterson’s Wad Processing
Call Paul or Virginia 251-0449
AFFORDABLE COMMENCED
woroprocessrngl Term pacers
’courtsgroup papers, resumes,
letters, theses. laSerpralter.
ett A tormeta plus APIA.
ivtietion/ Varlsemer
A work guaranteed.

Carr PAM 247 2681. 8ann GP,
tom wormy free ’professional
dependable service
ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION’
CALL EDP SERVICES.
Reports API %fabler.,
resumes. letters & more
Postscript Laserjet
Affordable accurate. fast!
Hours 8 30 am 7 00 orti
Call Evelyn 270.8014
CA.
U UNDA TODAY
for ape, ,enced , proresslortal
woraPrOcessmg Theses, term
papers, group pro.acts. etc.
All formats including APS.
Quick return Transcription seri
vices available Almaden / Bran
hen’ area Phone 2644504

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)

CIODOCICIODECIEMODEIODOLIIIIIILIOLICIDODDIE
ElOCIOLIODODEIECIEEDDEIEICIEEOCIODOODEE
DEEICIDOODOCIODEICIODOODOCIDOODEOCIOCI
EIDOOOFTIODEIDEElin’
"
’-’17-1[10OODO
Name

AD RATES,

MINIMUM

One
Day
3 lines

3

Two
Days

Three
Days

Four
Days

Fly*
Days

Address

$500 $600

$6 70

$740

$8 IX)

City State

4)1001

$600 $670

$740

$8t0

$880

5 lines

$7

$7 40

$810

$880

$960

6 lines

$8 00 $870

$940

$10 10 $10 80

Each additional line St 00
Each additional day $1 00

SEMESTER RATES,

ALL ISSUES

5 9 lines $70 00 10 14 lines $9000
1519 lines $t1000

Questions? Call (408) 924 3277

II

Please check /
your classification:

LINES ON ONE DAY

_Announcements
Zip

_Automotive
_Computers
__For Sale

Prone
I

I

SEND CHE(’K, MONEY ORDER OR CASE TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149
Classified desk located inside Wahlquial library North 102 Deadline
Two
days before publication U Consecutive publications dales only No refunds
on cancelled ads

Help Wanted
Housing
Lost and Found
Personal
Services
Stereo
Travel
Typing
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IRA fee means free tickets
to athletics for students
Ity traci Deguchi
Duly steal *mei

There is no longer an excuse for
missing a home football game of
SJSU’s own 1990 California Raisin
Bowl champion Spartans.Therc will
be 5,000 free student tickets
available for every regular season
home game.
But that’s not all. When the
Event Center welcomes basketball
season, scats will start filling with
1,000 free student tickets that will
be available for each regular season
home game.
As a part of the Instructionally
Related Activities fee adjustment
signed last semester after the $15
adjustment was passed, the benefits

are now coming back to the
students. Until the first meeting of
the IRA Fee Advisory Committee,
A.S. President and committee
chairperson Nicole Launder, has
already organized the first set of
sports event ticket availability.
Launder described the process
which will begin for the first home
football game Oct. 19. A week
before the game, the box office at
the Events Center distributes the
free tickets in a separate studentsonly line. With every SJSU student
identification card presented, a
ticket will be given. A grid sticker
will be put on the back of the card
and initialed every game for which a
ticket is given. Tickets will also be
available at Spartan Stadium up to

game day.
On game day, students must
present a valid 1.D. with their tickets
to enter the game. Tickets will be
general admission seating for both
football and basketball. For Spartan
basketball head coach Stan
Morrison, the IRA fee adjustment is
a move to improve the Spartan
spirit.
"I’m very excited and pleased in
the turnout of the students. It shows
their in support of Division I
athletics to continue," Morrison
said.
In addition, all regular season
events in other intercollegiate
athletic sports will have free
admission to increase interest and
support, according to the IRA

Assembly Speaker
Brown bags big gifts
from tobacco industry

Adjustment Agreement.
"I would hope that students take
advantage of attending events now
that the tickets are free," said
Launder, "With more enthusiastic
students, hopefully more alumni
will attend games and create more
energy."
Jon Fleischman, director of
student’s rights and responsibilities,
who was against the fee increase, is
firm on making sure that the fees are
benefitting the student body.
"I will be monitoring the fees and
I’ll be active in making sure that the
interests of the students are best
served," Fleischman said, "I
wouldn’t be opposed to appeal the
IRA fee adjustment in some future
A.S. election."

Asbestos gone, Spartan Complex breathes easier
By Laura DiNtascio
Daily copy .111.4

Spartan Complex Central, also
known as the women’s gym
complex, reopened last week after a
summer of closure due to asbestos
removal.
"There were no problems with
the abatement, and it was completed
within two and a half months," said
Alan Freeman, director of space
management facilities planning.
Funds for the removal were made
available from the chancellor’s
office and had to be used
immediately. If the funds were not
used now, the cost would have been
added into a renovation project
slated to begin in 1994-95, Freeman
said. The estimated cost of
renovations are $8.25 million, he
added.
After relocating to Spartan
Complex West, or the men’s gym
complex, in May, the human
performance department and leisure
services returned to their offices in
Spartan Complex Central last Friday
when the abatement and repairs

were completed, according to James
Bryant, chair of the human
performance deparunent.
"The relocation wasn’t that much
of an inconvenience," Bryant said.
"As a general rule, the faculty aren’t
here during the summer, and the
ones that were here were fine with
it. Some students had trouble
finding us though."
Besides asbestos abatement,
repairs to the complex included roof
and plumbing system work and new
lighting, ceiling, floors and paint,
Bryant added.

Spartan Complex West, former
home of the athletic department, is
now labeled a temporary facility.
Athletic Director Tom Brennan
moved his department in April to
Building BB, on the corner of Ninth
and San Carlos streets.
The School of Social Work
formerly occupied Building BB and
is now located in Washington
Square Hall. However, according to
Freeman, social work suffers from
too little office space in that hall. As
a result, social work has been
allocated office space in Spartan
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scholar for two terms, and on the
Historic Landmarks Commission of
the City of San Jose.
After Raddc’s arrest was
published in news accounts, he
all
received many letters
concerned
supportive from
students and colleagues, according
to a letter from Radde’s defense
attorney to the judge. One letter
described Raddc as "a wonderful
teacher the best I ever had in my
many, many years of school."
Court documents state that the
rcstroom was listed in a booklet
which police say is a guide to places
where homosexuals may arrange
liaisons.
The UPD operation utilized a
decoy technique in which an
undercover officer would wait in a
stall until another person took a
neighboring stall and tapped his foot
to make contact, according to court
documents.
Rad& was described by police in
court documents as "tearful,
frightened and apologetic" after his
arrest.
The California Education Code,
governing the actions of state
employees, lists "immoral conduct"
"conviction
of
any
and
misdemeanor for any moral
turpitude" as causes for dismissal,
demotion or suspension
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VHS $16.99 - Reg Pine S24.95
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BUY MORE AND SAVE!
Save on hundreds of artists on every label when you buy any two or more regular priced (Ds, or two or
more cassettes regularly priced at S7.99 or higher, and get S2.00 OFF each one. Also save two or
three dollars on all regular S14.95 or higher priced sale videos.

From front page
amount of good will between SJSU
and other schools that still stands
today," Gustafson said.
Gustafson added that Walker also
loved golf, and that he sponsored an
amateur golf tournament each year
called the Walker Cup which is still
being played.
Tom O’Neil, a dance instructor at
SJSU, also feels the loss of Walker.
O’Neil said that Walker "always had
new and innovative ideas for
coaching water polo," and that he
was always well liked by other
people.
O’Neil, who shared swim team
coaching responsibilities with
Walker, had high praise for the
former instructor.
"He was a pretty low-key guy,
unlike many coaches these days. He
never raised hell with his
teammates, and always got along
with them," O’Neil said.
O’Neil also said that he never
saw Walker flare up over anything,
and said that Walker produced
"many, many successful teams"
through his coaching.
Walker is survived by a cousin,
Bess Kincaid of Morganton, N.C.

Complex West this semester.
Spartan Complex West is
ultimately slated to be demolished in
the university masterplan for future
years, said Hank Hendrikson,
director of operation, design and
reconstruction for facilities,
development and operations.
The university renamed Spartan
Complex and tossed out the old
gender-specific name, Freeman said.
The east end of Spartan Complex
Central is now known as Spartan
Complex East.
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APPLYING TO
GRAD SCHOOL?
THERE’S ONE MORE
RIDICULOUS TEST.
The GMAT.

The LSAT.

The GRE.

Chances are, you’ll have to face one of these to get into grad school.
ER
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The Princeton Review is uniquely qualified to give you the best preparation
available. Our students consistently achieve the highest score improvements in the
country. No other course, book, or tutor even comes close. The Princeton Revie\
offers you what no one else can:
small classes (never more than 12 students)
classes grouped by test -taking ability
all -live instruction (teachers are better than tapes!)
free extra help with your teacher
your own copies of authentic materials, including every available test
at least 4 full-length proctored exams, with a computer analysis of each
Ask our competitors if they can match our claims. You’ll be disappointed. Want
know more? Call us today! And if we don’t hear from you, well ... good luck.
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LSAT Classes Start
September 3rd.
GMAT and GRE
Classes Start
September 14th.
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